Intern Brand and Design (m/f/d)*

Group Communications, Brand and Design

Munich

Brand and Design is responsible for the management and development of the Munich Re brand for the reinsurance segment and Munich Re (Group). This includes the continuous enhancement of Munich Re’s corporate identity and its visual presentation which applies for the visual design of communication activities, corporate advertising and corporate gifts.

Your job

- Image Management: Sorting out of CD non-compliant images within the AEM image database, minor image researches, Minor image editing
- Freelance administration: Administrative tasks in the collaboration with our design freelancers (collecting of activity lists and cost estimations on a monthly basis)
- Cost reporting with external agencies
- Support regarding gifts management, asset distribution, event minute for brand and design
- Support project management

Your profile

- Bachelor or master study in communication or media studies, if possible with design background
- Great commitment
- Independent and responsible working
- Highly motivated as well as excellent communication skills
- Teamplayer
- German and English fluently

About us

Munich Re is one of the world’s leading reinsurance companies with more than 11,000 employees at over 50 locations around the globe. We are working on topics today that will concern the whole of society tomorrow, whether that be climate change, emerging construction projects, gene technology or space travel. We find solutions to these challenges through a network of highly qualified professionals who anticipate risks, work on tailor-made solutions and expertly advise our clients. If you want to help shape the future as part of our teams, we look forward to hearing from you. Please click on the link to apply online.

* Munich Re only stands for fairness with regard to its clients; it is also an equal opportunities employer. Severely disabled candidates will also be prioritised, if equally qualified.